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OTHER RESPONSES: 

Administrator 

School counselor 

administrator 

 Substitute  

 admimistrator 

 nursing staff 

former parent 

   Franklin college staff 

Transportation 

   help out in Creekside weekly 

Dave 

  PTO/parent volunteer 

  Guest  

 Transportation 

  divorced dad/full time care giver& member or franklin lodge 107   re giver 

  Elementary Counselor 

  Adult and Child Staff 

 my kids go here 
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COMMENTS: 

I will have an elementary student by the time this calendar is in place 

I do not live in Franklin 

2012-2013 school year 

child starting 2013-2014 

preschool 

Preschool Age Child planning to go to one of the preschools here at FCSC next year. 

Pre-school 

future elementary 

My children attend a neighboring school that has already adopted a balanced calendar. 

 also twins in college 
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more opportunities for remediation and assessment "catch"up time 

It would be good for most students, but difficult for the preschool students.  It takes a good week to two weeks to get the students back into routine everytime 
we have a longer break. 

STRONGLY AGREE 

Only if we offer interventions during vacation periods 

There are benefits to a balanced schedule but I also believe that there will be consequences that will be detrimental to students with abilities. Somtimes after 
weekends it is hard to bring students with abilities back up to speed. After more week long or 2 week long breaks it may be worse. 

After each two week break, you would have to review like we do after xmas break, which would be a waste of time. 

The preamble to this survey does not provide any conclusive empirical data 

There is no evidence provided to make a determination 

I'm conflicted.  I used to be a preschool teacher so I am familiar with what teachers go thru.  I haven't seen enough evidence to support this would help my child.  
I can see those who do not have parents that are active in their education or those who are struggling this could be a benefit. 

I don't think this is true. It's interesting the use of the word balanced. Did a marketing major at IUPUI suggest the use of that word? 

I agree, but I think increasing the instructional days from 180 to 190 would do more. 

would be the same 

Doubt it makes any difference 

I don't believe so.  If your arguement is they will "retain" more knowledge with 2 weeks less of summer break, then why give them MORE breaks thru the school 
year to LOSE what the new information they learn???? 

Summer vacation has opportunities to learn in the physical world.  We should not ignore that you learn about trees by being around trees and climbing trees 
teaches about insects, bark, leaves, etc in a way that a book cannot.  We should not ignore how much we learn by doing and how by doing we enhance what we 
learn from reading. 

single mother daycare? 

unsure - would like to see evidence based research that supports this theory 

Use of Instruction during scholl hours would increase academic performance 

More instructors per students would likely enhance achieve more than the alternative schedule.  Additionally, there are benefits to the time off often not cussed 
during these debates beyond an interruption vacations.  Children do a lot of growing and excersising during these times off.  It is growing not just in body but in 
mind. 

Disagree.  Achievement in academics has nothing to do with the school calendar, but is a result of motivated students and outstanding teachers. Less summer 
break is not motivating! 

summer education is available, summer reading, various camps, 4-h ect... 

COMMENTS: 
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STRONGLY AGREE 

IT HAS BEEN THIS WAY FOR YEARS 

It's hard to  disagree with "possibly." 

10 to 15 days may not be enough of a reduction to be of benefit 

There is no evidence provided to make a determination 

I don't think a child is going to lose what they have learned in the 8-14 days you are trying to save over summer break 

I believe that it's up to the parents to keep their children from having learning loss. 

they are going to school to early in the summer as it is already! 

I don't think with the balanced calendar the summer is not shortened enough to reduce learning loss. 

I think this is not true either. Reviewing material is a part of life even for seasoned professionals. If they learn it well to begin with they will recall it quickly. Con-
centrate on learning it well. 

I feel this is the my responsilblity as a parent to continue reading and working with my child, so I think it doesn't matter. 

Effect athletics 

 Agree if it was shortened by a lot more than just two weeks 

probably 

No, see answer for question #3 

During the summer my kids and I participate in the summer reading program at the library and the kids participate in the kids on campus program and in a music 
camp, as well as in swimming lessons.  Our family enjoys trips to the local childrens' museums, the IMA, tending our vegetable garden, and exploring new inter-
ests.  I am concerned that a shorter summer break would not give us the time to pursue these activities at a relaxed pace. 

unsure - would like to see evidence based research that supports this theory 

my children attend other forms of learning during the summer that is not offered by your school system. they would loss this is the calender changed 

I do not think this question could be anymore noncomittal.  Children without downtime to day are boring and not leaders and creators of the world. 

Disagree. Shorter summer vacations reduce opportunities for students to pursue interests outside of school. 

COMMENTS: 
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Depends on calendar accepted.May get into state fair for those involved with 4H 

Sports seasons would be affected 

How will the coaches handle this schedule to tie up the students while they are supposed to be on break? 

Dad can only get certain amount of days off. Which is usually enough for the traditional school year. 

Only if the balanced calendar aligned with Franklin College's calendar 

Daycare during breaks is a concern 

It appears it would be easier to schedule vacation at work with kids on longer span of vacation 

No specific balanced calendar has been selected so, again, there is no evidence to make a determination 

My children race and you will be taking away from them also we camp and take our vactions in the summer months 

We do alot of family summer activities..we do this because this is when my children do not have school and cannot do this over winter 

possiblity 

It would mess up marching band schedule. 

Absolutely not!  More time off means more MONEY spent for a lot of families due to daycare costs involved!  Sports??  IHSAA rules determine when sports can 
begin practice and the "balanced" calendar would NOT be conducive to these schedules.  Especially when the coaches expect athletes to participate in practices 
during "vacations/breaks" as it is now.  So extra time off through the school year means they will still be "unofficially" required to to participate in practices 
during those breaks.  Because we all know if they don't attend those practices, there are consequences! 

we would still take the vacation in July as normal 

My children would have too much unsupervised time while I have to work if we went to a "balanced calendar."  Summer camps and such would be impossible to 
fit into such a short summer. 

Indiana Parenting Guidelines do not have standards for parental visitation that address a balanced calendar schedule for children from split homes. 

There would be a smaller window for summer camp opportunities. 

This comes off as a biased question.  A balanced school year would adversely affect the life planned and oriented around the current schedule.  Friends with 
children in a balanced schedule are constantly try to juggle the standard work life with the long breaks presented by such a schudule. 

As a farming family, we most likely wouldn't get the benefit of a longer fall break because that's the time for harvest. 

Strongly  disagree. This would have a negative impact on our family with less flexibility to schedule family time, church, sports, Scouting and other worthwhile 
acitivities. 

COMMENTS: 
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I like the later start but not the later finish 

Sample A 

I would love this personally but it is a too far from possible. 

It is unclear how this relates to a balanced/traditional calendar. 

I would like a calendar to be like when I was a child to get out in May and start after labor Day 

Start around Labor day and end in May. The school calendar is already stretched out too much. We like the diversity that comes from allowing parents to 
choose summer activities. We don't want all or most of their activities to be dictated by the school system. 

The weather is great in August for outside activities and in June, normally, it is rainy. 

? 

I would like one that starts after abor day and ends before memorial day.  Stop taking the non-holiday holidays off and you dont have to worry about this so 
much. 

Disagree.   I would like a calendar that starts after Labor Day and ends before Memorial Day. 

COMMENTS: 
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Would like example A 

This would be my 2nd choice 

I like everything but the ending so late.  I think they should be done before memorial day 

I like Option A, start early August and end the latter part of May! 

I can't say that I  agree, but I am open to this option. 

Sample A 

Only if #6 were out of the question 

Did a student develop this survey? 

I liked option A 

Maybe it may ease the sumer expense 

I would prefer sample A - 1 week Fall Break, 2 weeks at Christmas and spring Break. Two weeks for fall break is too long. 

I prefer calendar A..with one week at fall break 

This would be horrible to try to find childcare for two children during this time 

? 

I prefer the one week break in October 

start after labor day and have the 2 week breaks at end of each qtr.  combine number 6 and 7 

calendar B suits me 

We liked Sample B - Balanced Calendar 

I liked the sample A balanced calendar that had 2 weeks for christmas and spring break and one week for fall break but still getting out of school at the end of 
May 

Would like balanced calendar A that still ends at the end of May 

I prefer Balanced Calendar-Sample A 

I would like one that starts after abor day and ends before memorial day.  Stop taking the non-holiday holidays off and you dont have to worry about this so 
much. 

Disagree.  I would like a calendar that starts after Labor Day and ends before Memorial Day. 

COMMENTS: 
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I like the start and end time but would be nice to have a little bit longer spring break...not so much the other days. 

I don't know how day care's will adjust. We may have to pay even when we are on breaks. 

current is better than 'balanced' 

I don't disagree, the schedule works fine for us, but we are open to the balanced option. 

Sample A 

Yes - and I think we should get swag for filling this poorly constructed survey 

If it changes I think we will homeschool our children or move to a different school 

1st of Aug. or last of July is fine. 

I would require additional information 

prefer calendar A- one week at fall break 

if we change it will be hard to get child care for younger kids 

starting first week of august is fine 

Nothing should change just because everyone else does we are not everyone else this would be way to much on the kids if its all year long ,they always look 
forward to summer. put to much work on them an it will mess with there achievement. DONT DO IT! 

If we don't go to a balanced calendar, this is the schedule I prefer 

This works, however, the balanced calandar would give a better teaching/learning advantage 

I would like one that starts after abor day and ends before memorial day.  Stop taking the non-holiday holidays off and you dont have to worry about this so 
much. 

This calendar most closely fits with what I would like to see, but it still starts too early. 

It would be okay and has worked for us. 

Sample A 

COMMENTS: 
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More important for high school 

No preference 

To me it's not importatnt when the first semester should end 

Probably...what do the experts think? 

I think it is important ot investigate the Matan calendar philosophy 

total relaxing break after exams 

 Agree strongly - if the purpose of the new calendar is centered on educational purposes, splitting a smester by one of th elong breaks totally goes against that. 

Doesn't matter to me. 

Who really cares what the grading periods are.  The important thing is that the students have good quality time with dedicated instructors in well funded 
schools. 

I don't think it is important to have the semester end in Dec, but I do think that extending winter break beyond Jan 1 or 2 is too long.  Kids are ready to be back 
in school by then and there is no benefit to them being out longer. 

COMMENTS: 
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My oldest will be in high school next year so child care isn't an issue, my youngest however will be starting kindergarten which will make child care more chal-
lenging but not impossible. 

while it is for my family I don't know that is the case for others. 

Depending on what schools go to will be the way child care providers and summer camps will accommadate. 

It will be easy to find once the school corporation switches to the new calendar.  Sitters will adjust their schedules. 

for some parents, for us yes but maybe not for others 

No one really cares about children except for December 

I would assume Boys and Girls Club would accomodate whatever calendar 

Childcare is not an issue for us 

We don't like child care. We want to raise them. 

Please bring the Franklin Parks & Rec and the Boys & Girls Club into these discussions as they provide summer programs that many working parents rely on. 

My students are both in high school, so childcare is not an issue any longer. 

I have a summer job that i won't be able to do if you change the schedule 

as long as you preplan it should be fine 

I do not need child care for my children 

 Agree as childcare centers are available and college students are available to utilize for childcare as they are on summer break. 

I  agree , because high school and college students are not in school. 

I do not have child care issues now, but I know that it is never easy to find quality, affordable child care. It is not the responsibility of the teachers to be overpaid 
babysitters! 

Benefit from Boys & Girls Club 

COMMENTS: 
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I don't think it makes a big difference.  Whether it's 7 weeks or however long you have to find child care. 

Yes, for my family it is 

child care will be easy to find no matter what the calendar is. 

for us , yes 

Summer break is already 7 weeks? Easy now? No it's easy to find care what is hard is the affordability. 

hopefully the parks and rec would continue their kickapoo camp and boys and girl club would still be available 

My children go to the Boys and Girls Club.  I'm hoping if we change to balance calendar, that the Club would change to fit the needs of children. 

there are more then 7 weeks now so it should be the same 

depends on how boys and girls club adapts 

I don't think the number of weeks affects whether I can find care or not. 

This is to short of a period to make significant changes to lifestyle or make plans. 

Again, not a current issue for me. 

My child goes to Boys & Girls Club.  Parents need to be more aware of options. 

COMMENTS: 
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I don't think it's so much as finding the care as it is the cost of the care fluctuating for parents. 

It is for my family 

I think if we went to a balanced schedule, child care providers would have to be flexible to accommodate or lose business. 

child care will be easy to find no matter what the calendar is 

We will not have a problem with child care. 

I believe it would be easy due to surrounding schools going to the balanced calendar. 

I disagree, unless the boys and girls club and Franklin Parks and Recreation create programs for these quarterly breaks. 

for us, yes - maybe not for others 

This would be problematic. 

Has there been coordination with commujity faciliities about whether they would step up to meet the need? 

see # 11 

this might be a bit difficult as the childcare locations don't like taking children for vacation purposes, and those that do charge a premuim for it 

depends on boys and girls club 

If teaCHERS WERE OFF TOO. 

This would be the biggest pain imaginable. 

Why is the school asking questions about child care? Are you considering expanding into daycare services as well? 

I think many places would adjust to accommodate just like they must now. 

Child care should not be a consideration 

COMMENTS: 
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If it's optional these most of these students won't come anyway. 

How will these costs be met?  Will people lose jobs?  What is the process of choosing those individuals to provide remediation? 

What is optional enrichment?  students might need to attend during the break time? unfair if vacation is scheduled 

Is help, helpful? Is that what this question is asking? Yes children getting help does have it's advantages. Do you really need a survey to figure this out. 

Summer school. Don't take away our Summers for the slower students. 

I somewhat agree  but all students need a break from school.  It would really depend on how the remediation was set up. 

how would the children be transported? 

Depends on the quality and availability 

very difficult to schedule for working parents. 

then why even consider having this "balanced" calendar when you KNOW MANY students will continue to struggle with retaining information??  This will be like 
a slap in the face to these kids saying "oh, you will get extra/more time off school with the new calendar" but then DO NOT give it to them!! 

Who will provide transporation, delivery of subject matter and who will pay for the opportunities? 

Moneu available?   Who will instruct? 

rEMEDIATION, NOT NECESSARILY ENRICHMENT 

I agree, but where does the money come from to provide these opportunities. 

This could be true, but students also need a break. 

What is the point of a break if the students are just going to be a non-school school.  This also sounds more exspensive than child care and eliminates the whole 
idea of being able to do other things. 

Remediation would be good, but not enrichment.  Enrichment courses may create a sense of obligation by higher level students and their parents and these stu-
dents need a break from school activities.  It is difficult for some to choose not to participate, as they may be seen as under-performing. 

This is a very leading and obviously biased statement. Yes, opportunities for enrichment would be advantageous, but not at the cost of the entire school calendar 
being changed to accomodate the few who may need remediation. 

What does that even mean? 

It would be advantageous for at risk children with any set up of remediation. 

bring summer school school back for kids who need remediation or additional help. 

COMMENTS: 
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I think it has benefits and doesn't.  You aren't always going to go on vacation on these breaks but when you do it will be nice to have a longer break. 

either way - just gives kids a break which is nice 

This would be costly since we could not take off 2 weeks of work and would required childcare. 

Are you creating time for us to use - like with Eistein's theory? I may feel resentful towards my children because I prefer things to be like the good old days where 
we all were in a 1 room school-house then did chore at home with Ma and Pa 

two weeks is too long to be off at the end of each quarter. 

single parent babysitter blues 

There could be occasional vacation advantages, but I would need to secure childcare for most of that time as I cannot take off work for every 2 week period. 

I see absolutely no positive outcome to this situation. 

Absolutely not. A shorter summer break is never an advantage for the family. 

COMMENTS: 
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unknown 

How do I know?! 

I agree, assuming what I have heard is true.  But I have seen no data. 

This would depend on the programs offered during break as compared to current programs offered during summer break. 

no facts or figures provided to be able to make this decision 

Schools in session in early August could see significantly increased cooling costs that probably would not be balanced by the reduced heating costs (based on the 
extended Christmas break). 

You want an opinion for somethign that can be factually ascertained? Are you testing my Google and budget searching capabilities? Isn't this why we have an 
administration - can they not research it themselves? 

money isn't the cost it is the time spent with my family in warm months that we enjoy 

I dont know no figures were provided. 

no data provided that is meaningful 

.Disagree.  Air conditioning. 

This should not even be on this questionaire. 

Hope so 

I will research this 

Seems to complicate child care for the financially challenged.  Different schedule than colleges. Taxpayers may have to support child care on the quarterly breaks.  
Maybe the same, unsure. 

I would like more information 

it would raise 

Is the cost of air conditioning schools during July and August really cost effective?  How many schools do not have air conditioning at all?  Will students be able to 
stay in school when temperatures are in the 90's? 

i GUESS. CAN'T SAY THAT i KNOW FOR SURE. 

this information was not provided in survey 

I do not have the costs for either schedule in front of me.  If you provide these numbers I can respond in an appropriate manner. 

when students are at home they eat a lot more, so the food bill is a ton higher 

I would like to see more information on this. 

Have to trust you know 

COMMENTS: 
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I provide childcare for grandchildren in thier off days. They are in center Grove. 

It is important to our family to have FCSC match Franklin College. 

impossible at this point 

only for competitions between schools 

Important for what? If they are on opposite schedules it would certainly curtail time for rumbles and other gang related activity. 

so let's do like Franklin College then? 

probably but only for sporting events 

We need to keep Franklin College in mind.  Parents may work there or siblings attend. 

Not necessarily 

WHY????  We can't call a snow day or delay for fog unless Whiteland or another surrounding school does.  So we can't keep our current calendar if it works best 
for our school?  We can't stand on our own 2 feet for what is important for our trict? 

Yes, probably for sporting events a similar schedule would be best. 

common sense 

I  agree to a degree, but for many famlilies it would make no difference. 

I believe that the best interest of the student should be considered regardless of surrounding tricts' calandars 

I see no advantages or avantages. 

Perhaps only for athletics. 

Each school trict exists to meet the needs of the communities they serve. Franklin should not concern themselves with the schedules of other tricts. If we begin 
coordinating schedules with other schools, what will be the next thing to coordinate, curriculum? Shared classes and projects? Why have multiple school tricts 
then? I see this as the proverbial slippery slope which should be rejected! 

What would that matter 

COMMENTS: 
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I think this is very important due to the fact that kids want to attend C9, like my child is planning on doing in the future. 

VERY Important - as a high school instructor I am fearful of what next year is going to bring for the C9 students and our classes. 

If high school students have the option to attend central 9 then yes 

yes let's continue to overly promote a path to mediocrity for our students who can learn a trade and then never ever have an opportunity to advance since they 
don't have a college degree. 

Children choose to go to this school. So should we have same schedule as college? 

Le 

It depends on how Central Nine will accomadate the students that have different school breaks. 

If we want our students to continue to utilize those programs... 

NO!  There are currently and in the past schools that DO NOT have the same schedule as Franklin or any other Johnson county school.  Going to this balanced 
calendar will NOT change that!  They still will have different schedules!!! 

duh 

It might be beneficial, but I wouldn't say important - that would seem to be the tail wagging the dog. 

sOMEWHAT 

what percent of Franklin students attend Central Nine 

Students should have the opportunity to attend Central Nine, if desired. 

See previous 

Students who choose to attend Central Nine should be given every consideration by the high school in accomodating that choice, but the entire calendar should 
not have to accomodate those few students. 

COMMENTS: 


